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Abstract—Network operators are migrating towards IP over

WDM architectures. In such multi-layer networks, it is necessary

to efficiently use the resources available from both layers in

order to provide coordinated recovery strategies. Thanks to the

development of the control plane (GMPLS and ASON), it is

feasible to set up and tear down lightpaths automatically, so

the WDM layer itself can support failure recovery. This paper

describes a multi-layer recovery strategy in a FAN/WDM (Flow-

Aware Networking/Wavelength Division Multiplexing) architec-

ture. We propose using the EHOT (Enhanced Hold-Off Timer)

algorithm to control network operation after link or node failure.

Although FAN operates only on the IP level, the presented

analysis shows that it is possible to ensure sufficiently low (less

than 50 ms) recovery times in FAN working over an intelligent

optical layer. Additionally, the paper shows the motivation for

FAN networks and presents the results of carefully selected

simulation experiments which allow for evaluating the duration

of outages in data transmission under various conditions.

Index Terms—Flow-Aware Networking; Wavelength Division

Multiplexing; recovery strategy; multi-layer networks; QoS;

Enhanced Hold-Off Timer

I. INTRODUCTION

With the current technology trends, network operators are

gradually migrating towards an IP over WDM paradigm,

mainly to benefit from the larger transmission capacity offered

by optical fibers. In addition to the improvements in the

physical layer, the control plane has been standardized thanks

to GMPLS (Generalised Multiprotocol Label Switching) [1]

and ASON (Automatic Switched Optical Network) [2]. Using

these proposals, it is possible to manage IP/MPLS and optical

equipment with the same protocols. The scientific community

has proposed multi-layer capable routers [3] that can deal with

IP/MPLS traffic and optical services.

Flow-Aware Networking (FAN) is a recent and promising

approach to QoS provisioning in IP networks. However, FAN

was designed to operate at the IP level without any information

about the underlying layers. This is the reason why the

authors in [4] defined the concept of Multi-layer Flow-Aware

Networking (MFAN) as a router architecture which is capable

of handling optical resources provided by WDM technology

within the FAN architecture. However, [4] studies the conges-

tion avoidance problem using extra resources provided by the

optical layer. This work defines and evaluates an algorithm

that allows MFAN nodes to support failure recovery.

This paper describes a multi-layer recovery strategy in

FAN/WDM (Flow-Aware Networking/Wavelength Division

Multiplexing) architecture. The EHOT (Enhanced Hold-Off

Timer) algorithm is used to control network operation after

link or node failure. This solution, first proposed in [5], is the

improved version of a well known HOT (Hold-Off Timer) al-

gorithm [6] which ensures better coordination between layers.

The analysis presented in this paper shows that it is possible

to achieve sufficiently low (less than 50 ms) recovery times

in FAN working over an intelligent optical layer. There are

some proposals that allow for ensuring similar recovery times

like, e.g., fast reroute described in [7]. While this solution

meets the requirements of short outages in transmission, it

has some restrictions, e.g., it works only in packet networks

using the SONET/SDH layer and MPLS. Moreover, using

this mechanism, traffic is redirected after a network element

failure, which may cause the problems in FAN. Flows that are

sent through the backup route, have to be accepted in all FAN

routers which may not happen immediately. In consequence,

this may prolong the break in transmission. Our proposal

gives the possibility to repair the failed link or node in the

optical layer. Of course, if it is impossible to recover from the

failure in optical layer, traffic has to be redirected in the IP

layer, e.g., using the fast reroute mechanism. Based on this

explanation, we can conclude that MFAN with EHOT inherits

the advantages of fast reroute by additional possibilities of

network recovery. The paper shows the motivation for FAN

networks and presents the results of carefully selected simu-

lation experiments which allow for evaluating the duration of

outages in data transmission under various conditions.

The remainder of this document is organized as follows:

Section II presents the Flow-Aware Networking, main assump-

tions, principles, and methods of QoS provisioning. Section

III describes why is it important to evaluate the cooperation
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between IP and optical layers with regard to network resilience

capabilities. Simulation results and their analysis are presented

in Section IV, while Section V concludes the paper.

II. FLOW-AWARE NETWORKING

In the past years, there have been many attempts to in-

troduce a Quality of Service architecture to the IP-based

networks. IETF came up with two ready-to-use proposals,

namely: IntServ [8] in 1994 and DiffServ [9] in 1998. Unfortu-

nately, due to certain limitations, they have not been adapted to

common use. IntServ is known for its utter lack of scalability

as it requires constant signalling for a resource reservations

(the RSVP protocol) and maintaining the state of each flow

on every router in the network. DiffServ was to be an answer

to scalability issues of IntServ. Although scalable, DiffServ

is criticized mainly for its granularity, complexity and flow

aggregations. As an aggregate is the main entity for which

QoS is provided, the assurances on the flow level cannot be

achieved. Moreover, [10] reveals that the end-to-end delay in

DiffServ may increase infinitely unless the link utilizations

are kept under a certain level. Finally, the appropriateness of

previously proposed QoS architectures is questioned in [11].

The concept of Flow-Aware Networking as a novel approach

to assure quality of service in packet networks was initially

introduced in [12] and, then, presented as a complete system

in 2004 [13]. Bearing in mind all the shortcomings of the

previous architecture attempts, FAN is designed to be scalable,

simple, efficient and feasible. The goal of FAN is to enhance

the current IP network by improving its performance under

heavy congestion. To achieve that, certain traffic management

mechanisms to control link sharing are introduced, namely:

measurement-based admission control [14] and fair scheduling

with priorities [13], [15]. The former is used to keep the flow

rates sufficiently high, to provide a minimal level of perfor-

mance for each flow in case of overload. The latter realizes fair

sharing of link bandwidth, while ensuring negligible packet

latency for flows emitting at lower rates.

In FAN, admission control and service differentiation are

implicit. There is no need for a priori traffic specification,

as well as there is no class of service distinction. However,

streaming and elastic flows are implicitly identified inside a

FAN domain. This classification is based solely on the current

flow peak rate. All flows emitting at lower rates than the

current fair rate are referred to as streaming flows, and packets

of those flows are prioritized. The remaining flows are referred

to as elastic flows. Nevertheless, if a flow, firstly classified as

streaming, surpasses the Maximum Transfer Unit (MTU) value

during a given time interval, it is degraded to the elastic flow.

The distinctive advantage of FAN is that both streaming and

elastic flows achieve good enough quality of service without

any mutual detrimental effect.

For the reasons described above, FAN is an enhancement to

the existing IP network. The standard interconnection device in

FAN networks is called a Cross-Protect router (XP router). The

term ‘cross-protection’ implies that two congestion control

mechanisms, i.e., measurement-based admission control and

scheduling, cooperate and protect each other to achieve good

performance and scalability. The admission control block

limits the number of active flows in the XP router, which

essentially improves the queuing algorithm functionality, and

reduces its performance requirements. It is vital that queuing

mechanisms operate quickly, as for extremely high speed links

the available processing time is strictly limited. On the other

hand, the scheduling block provides admission control with the

information on congestion status on the outgoing interfaces.

The information is derived based on, for example, current

queues occupancy. The cross-protection, therefore, contributes

to a shorter required flow list and queue sizes that significantly

improve FAN scalability [16].

A. Measurement-Based Flow Admission Control

Admission control is responsible for accepting or rejecting

the incoming packets belonging to the flows, based on the

current congestion status. Admitted and currently in-progress

flows are registered in a Protected Flow List (PFL). If the flow

identity of a newly arriving packet is already on the PFL, the

packet is forwarded unconditionally. If not, the flow is subject

to admission control. If the outgoing link is congested, the

packet is simply discarded. In the absence of congestion, the

packet is forwarded, and its flow ID is added to the PFL. The

ID may be removed from the PFL only after a specified time

period of flow inactivity.

The admission control block, in FAN, realizes the measure-

ment based admission control (MBAC) functionality [17]. As

FAN does not use signalling of any kind, it implies that every

decision taken by the node is autonomous, based solely on the

latest measurements performed by the node itself. All of the

above makes MBAC, in FAN, implicit.

fn � PFL
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ThPL,ThFR?

PFL database

Access denied FAN Approach

Flow 1
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Fig. 1. FAN Admission Control: (a) Flow Diagram, (b) Admission Policy

Fig. 1a summarizes the described admission control routine

for FAN architectures. Fig. 1b introduces the admission policy

applied by the XP router. There are two parameters, based

upon which, the admission control block makes its decisions,

namely: priority load (PL) and fair rate (FR). A new flow

may be admitted only when the current FR is greater and PL

is lower than their threshold values, i.e., ThFR and ThPL,

respectively (admission region in Fig. 1). If either boundary

is exceeded, we refer to the link state as congested. Both

congestion indicators are described in the next section.

B. Flow Scheduling Algorithms

As mentioned, currently there are two per-flow fair queu-

ing algorithms proposed for FAN architectures: Priority Fair
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Queuing (PFQ) and Priority Deficit Round Robin (PDRR).

Both scheduling algorithms have, logically, one priority queue

and a secondary queuing system. In addition, an Active Flow

List (AFL) is maintained by each. This list is similar to

the PFL defined above, but it also stores the amount of

packets transmitted per flow in the recent past. The flows

with the greatest amount of transmitted packets, also known as

greatest “backlog”, may be discarded under severe congestion

conditions.

Both scheduling algorithms are intended to realize fair shar-

ing of link bandwidth to elastic flows and priority service to

streaming flows. The latter (PDRR) was primarily suggested to

speed up commercial adoption since it improves the algorithm

complexity from O(log(N)) to O(1); where N is the number

of flows in the AFL. However, it has been shown that both

scheduling algorithms have similar performance [18].

PFQ as defined in [13] is based on the SFQ (Start-time

Fair Queuing) algorithm [19] and is used to give preference

to streaming over elastic flows. PFQ is built on a PIFO (Push

In First Out) queue, which stores packet information (flow

identifier, size and memory location) and time stamp, the latter

determined by the SFQ algorithm. The PIFO queue is split into

two areas delimited by a priority pointer (see Fig. 2), whereby

streaming flows are temporally stored at the priority queue area

(at the head of the queue), and the elastic flows are stored

at the tail of the queue. Preference is given to the priority

area since it is served before the non-priority area (strict

and exhaustive scheduling policy). Finally, the queue stores

elastic and streaming packet count statistics, which are further

used to compute the values of PL and FR. The computational

complexity of PFQ is O(logN), where N is the number of

active flows in the queuing system.

Queing 

service

Priority 

Packets

Non-Priority 

Packets 

Pointer 

delimiting 

priority area

Fig. 2. Priority Fair Queueing system (PFQ)

It has been proved in [16] that fair queuing is scalable since

complexity does not increase with link capacity. Moreover, fair

queuing is feasible, as long as link loads are not allowed to

attain saturation levels, which is asserted by admission control.

Compared to other QoS architectures, FAN scalability, due

to the lack of signalling and ideal data handling complexity,

is not matched by any other architecture [20]. Finally, FAN

is a solution which conforms to net neutrality paradigms,

as the differentiation is based only on the internal, implicit

node decisions. This way, services in a network may be

differentiated, while still, maintaining fairness and neutrality.

C. Flow Scheduling Measurements

As mentioned, the two parameters used for flow admission

criteria, i.e., FR and PL, are estimated in the scheduling block

of the XP router. Both indicators are measured periodically.

Considering the time scales of their respective congestion

phenomena, the PL parameter is updated at several tens of

milliseconds and the FR parameter is updated at several

hundreds of milliseconds [13].

PL represents the sum of the lengths of priority packets

transmitted in a certain time interval, divided by the duration of

that interval, and normalized with respect to the link capacity.

To estimate PL, a counter is incremented on the arrival of each

priority packet by its length in bytes. Let pb(t) be the value

of this counter at time t, (t1, t2) a measurement period (in

seconds) and C the link capacity. Then, an estimation of PL

is:

PL =
(pb(t2) − pb(t1)) × 8

C(t2 − t1)
(1)

FR indicates approximately the throughput achieved by any

flow that is continuously backlogged. In other words, it is the

rate available to each flow at the moment. To estimate FR,

a virtual flow emitting single byte packets, inserted between

real packets in an order dictated by the scheduling algorithms,

is considered. For PFQ, in a busy period, the number of

bytes transmitted by the queue is given by the evolution of

the virtual time parameter. In an idle period, the virtual

flow emits at the link capacity. Let v(t) be the value of

virtual time at time t, (t1, t2) the measurement period (in

seconds), S the total idle time during this interval and C the

link capacity. The estimation of the FR for PFQ is:

FR =
max{S × C, (vt(t2) − vt(t1)) × 8}

(t2 − t1)
(2)

Exponential filters are applied after both measurements.

These formulas are for the PFQ scheduling algorithm. Since

this work is based on the PFQ scheduling, the formulas for the

PDRR scheduling are not presented. Nevertheless, we suggest

referring to [15] should it be of the readers interest.

D. Motivation to work on FAN

Flow-based QoS architectures have attracted much attention,

mainly due to their appropriate target of service differentiation,

i.e., flows. It is worth mentioning that flow-based architectures

have been tested [21], [22], patented [23], [24], standard-

ized [25] and commercialized [26]. Furthermore, they have

been chosen as a basis for QoS provisioning in Next Gener-

ation Networks (NGN) [27]. Particularly, ITU-T has adopted

the flow-state-aware transport technology for the provision of

QoS in NGN [28]. Furthermore, in [22], the authors compared

flow-based and packet-based routers. The results showed that

flow-based approach offers enhanced performance in terms of

packet processing. FAN architectures have recently received
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more attention from the Grid community.1 For instance, the

authors in [29]–[31] have evaluated FAN architectures under

Grid traffic and showed that FAN outperforms DiffServ archi-

tectures under their Grid environment. In conclusion, FAN is

a promising approach for QoS provisioning.

III. MOTIVATION FOR MULTI-LAYER RECOVERY STRATEGY

There are no protection and restoration mechanisms in

Flow-Aware Networks defined so far. After a link or node

failure, the traffic of broken flows is redirected according

to the routing algorithm to reach the destination. It means

that the flows previously accepted in the FAN router have

to compete again with other flows for access to the network

resources on the new route. It may take a lot of time and

lengthen the transmission time significantly. Unfortunately,

voice or real time video applications have to begin their

transmission immediately and do not tolerate long delays or

outages in transmission. The solution of the long acceptance

time problem for such connections is presented in [32] and

[33]. The paper shows that congestion control mechanisms for

FAN analyzed in [34] and [35] ensure short acceptance times

of new streaming flows in a congested FAN link. When using

the EFM (Enhanced Flushing Mechanism), RAEF (Remove

Active Elastic Flows) or RBAEF (Remove and Block Active

Elastic Flows) it is also possible to decrease the restoration

time of broken streaming flows. All these mechanisms work

based on total or partial cleaning (also called flushing) of the

PFL content in congestion. After such an action the congestion

is eliminated and new flows may be accepted in the admission

control block and begin to send the packets.

When a network element fails, rerouting might be needed.

The rerouted flows are treated as new in the XP routers

on their new path. If the broken flows are rerouted to the

congestion-less link they are accepted immediately. However,

when links on the new path are congested, the flows need to

wait for the network resources to be available. This waiting

time (usually a few seconds) is satisfactory for new streaming

flows [36], still, it is too long when the flow was in progress

before the outage, and the service does not tolerate breaks in

transmission. Moreover, the link may be congested for a long

time giving no possibility for rerouted flows to continue the

transmission.

There are two main groups of internal routing protocols:

distance vector, e.g., RIP (Routing Information Protocol) and

link-state, e.g., OSPF (Open Shortest Path First). They are

necessary in networks but, unfortunately, they have some

disadvantages. RIP is simple but its biggest disadvantage is

the maximum hop count of 15, which causes the scalability

problems. On the other hand, the OSPF protocol is used in

large networks but is more complex (it has to calculate a metric

based on many parameters). Almost all routing algorithms

have the same drawback, i.e., they are slow to find the route

when topology changes. In OSPF it may take even a few

1“It’s a very promising technology and has significant potential, addressing
a number of issues in a way no one else is today.” Joe Mambretti, EETimes,
08/06/2007
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Fig. 3. Enhanced Hold-Off Timer (EHOT) approach

seconds from a link or node failure to the installation of a

new route [37]. It is possible to reduce the restoration time

in the IP layer, e.g., by implementing the MPLS functionality

below it, but it is still very hard to ensure that the outage of

connectivity is shorter than 50 ms.

Most of link or node failures may be repaired and if the

outage of the network element is short enough the rerouting

action is not needed. In this paper, we propose a multi-

layer strategy for FAN/WDM architectures. WDM ensures fast

failure detection and restoration of a network link. In [38] it

is shown that the protection or restoration actions in WDM

networks, in most cases, take a few milliseconds. After this

time the broken transmission may be continued.

The multi-layer strategy may be implemented in two ways,

as the uncoordinated or coordinated approach. The simplest

solution is to run the different mechanisms in parallel and

independently from each other. In such a case the rerouting al-

gorithm in the IP (FAN) layer is activated when failure occurs.

At the same time the protection or restoration mechanisms

in the optical transport layer try to restore the connectivity.

Changes made by the routing algorithm and the restoration

mechanisms in the lower layer may lead to significant per-

formance degradation as well as potential network instability

and unnecessary reduction of the network capacity. It is a well

known problem in current multi-layer networks. The solution

to it is to provide interworking between the IP and optical

layers. In this paper, we propose to use the EHOT algorithm,

which is presented in Fig. 3. The IP layer can detect a failure

in different ways, itself or from lower layers. In particular, it

is able to distinguish if the information is from the optical

layer or not. This possibility is used by the EHOT algorithm,

which is based on dividing the entire Hold-Off Timer into two

parts: H1 (short) and H2 (long). The first one (H1) is activated

when the IP layer detects a failure and gives the chance for the

optical layer to decide if it is possible to recover connectivity

at that level. If the answer is positive the H2 timer is activated

and the recovery mechanism in the lower layer begins. The

2009 7th International Workshop on the Design of Reliable Communication Networks 163



restoration procedure in the optical layer encompasses both

fault localization and the recovery mechanisms (i.e., dedicated

path protection or restoration). If the optical layer is unable

to solve the failure (basically due to the unavailability of

resources) during the H2 period, then the rerouting algorithm

in the IP layer is launched. The same situation takes place if

there is no positive answer from the optical layer during the

H1 time. The main assumption of the algorithm is that the

WDM is required to signal both signal degradation and signal

failure to its client layer while the IP layer is able to accept

such signals. The operation of the algorithm is simple and it

is easy to predict that it allows for decreasing the recovery

time in comparison to the HOT algorithm when the failure

occurs in the IP layer. The simulation results of the EHOT

algorithm in the RPR (Resilient Packet Rings) over OTN

(Optical Transport Networks) multi-layer network presented

in [5] confirm this statement. Moreover, the cost of using our

proposal is essentially the same as without it.

IV. SIMULATION SCENARIOS AND RESULTS

In this section we present the results of carefully selected

simulation experiments carried out in the ns-2 simulator. In

order to analyze the differences between basic FAN and

the multi-layer FAN/WDM (MFAN) strategy we simulated

the traffic distribution in two scenarios described below. In

the first case, there is only one FAN link on the backup

route, while in the second one the traffic is sent through

the backup route with two FAN links. The impact of the

EHOT algorithm on the transmission in the network was also

analyzed. Basic simulation parameters are presented below.

The detailed description of the simulation environment is

presented in [39].

A. FAN in case of link failure

The network topology, which was used in our analysis, is

presented in Fig. 4. The traffic is generated in the source node

(marked in Fig. 4 as S). It is destined to different nodes (D1

and D2 in Fig. 4) accordingly to the analyzed scenario.

In the first part of our research we simulated two different

scenarios to show the disadvantages of FAN when the link

fails. In both of them the traffic is sent to the destination node

(hereafter called D1) connected to router R3. While the cost

of each link is the same, the route from the source to the

destination is the same in both analyzed routing algorithms

(distance vector and link state). Under normal conditions

(without failures) the traffic to the destination node is sent

through routers R1, R2 and R3. In the first analyzed case the

traffic is also sent to the destination node (hereafter called

D2) connected to router R5. The traffic to node D2 is sent

through routers R1, R4 and R5. The goal of such a traffic

assignment is to cause congestion in both FAN links and to

check what happens when link L2 fails at 200 s time instant.

The simulation duration was set to 500 s to allow for observing

the acceptance times of the redirected flows in the R4 router.

The capacity of FAN links (L3 and L5) was set to

100 Mbit/s and the capacity of the rest of the links, with

R1

L3

L5

L2

L4

L1
R6

R5R4

R3R2

L6

L7

FAN link

FAN link

L8

L9

Fig. 4. Basic simulated network topology

the FIFO queues, was set to 1 Gbit/s. We provided the

traffic pattern with the Pareto distribution for calculating the

volume of the elastic traffic (number of bytes a source sends)

directed to both destination nodes. The exponential distribution

for generating the time intervals between beginnings of the

transmissions of the elastic flows as well as for generating

the start times of streaming flows was used. We decided to

analyze the VoIP connections realizing the Skype service. The

packet size was set to 100 bytes and the transmission rate was

set to 80 kbit/s for each of the streaming flows. We made our

simulation runs in various conditions changing the number

of elastic and streaming flows. We analyzed the acceptance

time of each streaming flow in the AC block of router R2

(before failure) and router R4 (after failure) and the number

of accepted flows in L3 and L5 links before and after the L2

link failure. The measurement interval for the PL parameter

was set to 50 ms while the FR values were estimated every

500 ms. The thresholds ThPL (maximum allowed value of

the PL) and ThFR (minimum allowed value of the FR) were

set to 70% and 5% of the link capacity, respectively, and the

pfl flow timeout parameter was set to 20 s. 95% confidence

intervals were calculated by using the Student’s t-distribution.

The mean acceptance time of streaming flows in the R2

router before the L2 link failure in function of the number

of elastic flows active in background is presented in Fig. 5.

The mean number of active flows in steady state in link L3

and the number of flows accepted in link L5 after link L2

failure are presented in Fig. 6. As we can see, the acceptance

time of new streaming flows (also referred to as waiting time)

in the congested link is independent of the number of elastic

flows being active in background. It is also independent of

the number of streaming flows, which want to begin the

transmission [35]. The streaming flows are accepted in the

routers of both FAN links after tens of seconds. It means

that they have to wait for a long time before they begin to

send their packets. Moreover, their transmission is broken

for a long time if the link failure occurs and the traffic is

redirected to the congested link. Our analysis does not consider

the time consumed by the routing algorithm which might

lengthen the outage in connectivity for additional seconds or

even minutes. The presented values are unacceptable and have

to be shortened. It is possible to decrease the waiting time

164 2009 7th International Workshop on the Design of Reliable Communication Networks
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of streaming flows by implementing the congestion control

mechanisms proposed for FAN in [34] and analyzed in the

failure scenarios in [5]. Unfortunately, it is impossible to

ensure the recovery time shorter than 50 ms in this solution.

Moreover, the number of flows accepted in the AC block after

the flushing action of the PFL content is significantly greater

than that in the basic FAN architecture. In Fig. 6, we can see

that the mean number of active flows in the FAN link is almost

constant and does not exceed 30.

The scenario in which there is more than one FAN link on

the backup route and all of them are congested in the moment

when L2 link fails (see Fig. 7) was also analyzed. In such a

case the additional source S1 sends the traffic to node D3. The

mean volume of a single TCP flow (provided by the Pareto

distribution) and the mean inter-arrival times between elastic

flows (provided by the exponential distribution) were increased

twice with regard to those for traffic sent to node D2. The

results of 40 simulation runs, 10 for each case (basic FAN

links and FAN links with the respective congestion control

mechanisms) are presented in Tab. I.

The pfl flushing timer parameter (set to 5 s in our ex-
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Fig. 7. Simulated network topology with two FAN links on backup route

TABLE I
THE waiting time VALUES ON BACKUP ROUTE (FIG. 7)

Mechanism /

Parameter

waiting time
at router R4

waiting time
at router R5

Basic FAN 68.70 s ± 27.01 s 135.54 s ± 32.64 s

EFM /

pfl flushing timer
1.85 s ± 0.29 s 2.38 s ± 0.16 s

RAEF /

active time
1.69 s ± 0.11 s 2.07 s ± 0.19 s

RBAEF /

active time
1.44 s ± 0.09 s 2.15 s ± 0.21 s

periment) is the minimum time period between two flushing

actions in the EFM. The active time (also set to 5 s) is the

key parameter for the RAEF and RBAEF mechanisms. The

identifiers of elastic flows, being active for at least active time,

are removed from the PFL in congestion. Moreover, in the

RBAEF mechanism they are also blocked for 1 s.

The results show that the congestion control mechanisms al-

low for decreasing the acceptance time of redirected streaming

flows on the backup route. We have to note that even using one

of those mechanisms, it is impossible to accept the streaming

flows on the new route in time less than 50 ms. Moreover,

we can see that each congested FAN link on the backup route

may increase the total waiting time as it can reject new flows.

The analysis shows that rerouting in the IP layer is not a fast

process.

In the next analyzed case (in topology from Fig. 4) the

traffic is sent only to the destination node connected to router

R3. It means that after a failure the traffic is redirected from

the FAN link L3 to the empty FAN link L5. The results

of similar analysis as in the previous case are presented in

Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. We can see that the redirected streaming

flows are accepted immediately in the admission control block

of the R4 router. This situation was to be predicted. The

more interesting feature to notice is that the number of

accepted elastic flows in the L5 link after L2 failure increases

linearly with the number of redirected elastic flows. It means

that in the congestion-less network the streaming flows are

quickly accepted but in case of a link failure the network

shows scalability problems. Unfortunately, the time needed by

routing algorithms to recover the connectivity after a failure

cannot be reduced in an easy way which is the second problem
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observed in this case. Moreover, the scalability problems of

the congestion control mechanisms also remain unsolved if the

traffic is redirected to the uncongested link (in such cases the

number of accepted flows at time instant may be high).

B. MFAN in case of link failure

The multi-layer FAN/WDM architecture, presented in

Fig. 10 may be the solution to the problems presented in the

previous section. The EHOT algorithm shown in Fig. 3 was

implemented to ensure the coordination between layers. Based

on the well known parameters (partially presented in [38]) we

set H1 to 5 ms and H2 to 20 ms. It means that after noticing

the failure, the IP layer waits 5 ms for the decision from the

optical layer if it is able to repair the failure. During this

time the routing algorithm is deactivated. If there is a positive

information from the optical layer, it receives 20 ms to repair

the failure (we assumed that the failure is repaired in 5 ms).

On the other hand, if there is no answer from that layer during

5 ms (or is negative) the traffic is rerouted in the network layer.

We assumed that the L2 link is protected by an additional link

in the optical layer (see Fig. 10). The simulation results show
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Fig. 10. The basic simulation multi-layer topology

that the transmission in the L2 link is broken for a very short

time (less than 10 ms). There are no problems with redirected

traffic and a too high number of accepted flows after failure.

Moreover, in the case without the EHOT algorithm, the link

is repaired even faster. Unfortunately, in this uncoordinated

approach, the traffic is rerouted twice (after a failure to the

backup link and again, when the first rerouting process ends,

back to the primary link). If the optical layer is not able to

repair the failure, the algorithm gives the similar results to

those presented in Section IV-A.

We can assume that the multi-layer FAN/WDM strategy

gives the possibilities for fast repairing the failed link in time

less than 50 ms. It is very important for the streaming flows

which realize the transmission of real time applications. The

proposed and analyzed mechanism solves some of the well

known problems of FAN. The advantages and disadvantages

of the examined scenarios are summarized in Tab. II.

TABLE II
THE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF FAN ARCHITECTURES,

BASIC, FAN/WDM AND FAN/WDM WITH EHOT

Link failure Advantages Disadvantages

Basic FAN
simple
(only rerouting)

relatively slow rerouting:
- in congestion rerouted
flows are not accepted;
- in congestionless the
number of accepted flows
after rerouting may be too
large

MFAN

without

EHOT

chance for fast
recovery in optical
layer

rerouting in IP layer and
recovery in optical layer at
the same time

MFAN with

EHOT

chance for recovery
without rerouting in
the IP layer (fast and
short outage in trans-
mission and without
changes in flows as-
signment)

complexity of the algo-
rithm
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V. CONCLUSIONS

FAN is a new network architecture proposed as an answer

to the DiffServ inconveniences. It ensures implicit traffic

classification. The packets of streaming flows are sent with

a high probability while the elastic flows realize the best

effort service. FAN is a promising solution and after some

additional research may be implemented in the future Internet.

There are still some problems to solve when considering

FAN. One of them, presented in this paper, is to ensure the

reliable transmission. There are no protection and restoration

mechanisms in FAN which means that in case of link or node

failure the traffic has to be redirected. The disadvantages of

such a situation are described and analyzed in the paper. We

propose to implement the MFAN architecture to improve the

chances for making the link restoration process quicker than

50 ms. The proposed architecture with the EHOT algorithm,

described in details and analyzed by simulation experiments,

looks to be a good solution to the stated problem and may be

used in FAN.
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